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Abstract

The atmospheric-ionospheric-magnetospheric (AIM)
system response to extreme solar wind conditions
depends on the
solar wind driving conditions,
ionospheric configurations, and neutral atmospheric
transportation. The 17 March 2015 geomagnetic
storms driven by coronal mass ejections (CME)
provide an opportunity to investigate how the global
AIM response depends on the solar wind inputs. In
this study, multiple instruments, including lidars,
magnetometers, HF radars, satellites, and others, are
combined to provide global, coordinated coverage in
the AIM system. First, we examined the ionospheric
responses at high latitude regions in both the northern
and southern hemispheres, by using the conjugate
West Greenland and Antarctic magnetometer chains
to remotely sense several current systems. There
were dramatic differences between the intensity,
duration, and spatial structure of the current systems
between hemispheres.
Then, we examined the
neutral atmospheric response and its connection with
the MI systems in the high latitude regions with the
Fe Boltzmann Lidar observations at the McMurdo
station in Antarctica. The neutral Fe layer observed by
Lidar from abnormally high altitudes (nearly 160km) is
enhanced during the storm. It should be associated
with not only the neutral atmospheric factors but also
MI factors such as Joule heating and ionospheric
electromagnetic drifting. These multiple instrument
observations present an overall picture and help
understand the AIM coupling mechanisms better.

II. Data from Multiple Observations

III. Results

Ground magnetometer data from high latitude regions at
inter-hemisphere conjugate locations, from MIST group
Space@VT, (http://mist.nianet.org/) [Clauer et al., 2014]. and
DTU Space
(http://www.space.dtu.dk/English/Research/Scientific_data_and_
models/Magnetic_Ground_Stations.aspx).
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Ground magnetometer data from mid-low latitude
regions almost evenly distributed longitudinally to
provide 24MLT coverage, downloaded from the
SuperMAG database (http://supermag.jhuapl.edu/).
SuperDARN data/model are used to provide ionospheric
convections patterns. (http://vt.superdarn.org/)
Lidar data from Chu Research Group’s Fe Boltzmann
lidar to McMurdo.
(http://cires1.colorado.edu/science/groups/chu/projects/)
The map shows the locations of magnetometer and Lidar stations.

The results shown in the previous sections are
summarized in the timeline that compares the
solar wind conditions and ground magnetic
responses in the 17 Mar 2015 CME storm event.
The event has common features of storm events; for
example, the initial compression of the magnetosphere
resulting in global positive N-S magnetic perturbation and
decreasing north-south magnetic perturbation during the
main phase of the storm associated with southward IMF Bz.
The timeline also demonstrates how strongly IMF Bz and By
control differing MI system responses.
Large inter-hemispheric asymmetries were observed in highlatitude ground magnetometer data.
Substantial inter-hemispheric asymmetries in ground
magnetic perturbations are observed during other periods in
the 2015 event. Global convection maps from SuperDARN
at the same time suggest there should be inter-hemispheric
asymmetries in large scale current systems and the
magnetic field.

From Lidar observations at McMurdo, the neutral
Fe layer was found at abnormally high altitudes
(nearly 160km) and it is enhanced during the
storm. A potential explanation is that the
convection electric field drives the diurnal cycle
while geomagnetic storms or substorms modulate
the Fe occurrence via modifying the electric field
and particle precipitation.

III. Results

Storms are often triggered by prolonged periods of
southward Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) that
occur during Coronal Mass Ejection (CME) events.

Storms result in enhancement of the ring current.
disturbances in Ionosphere, substorms and auroras,
intensified energetic particle precipitation and heating
in neutral atmosphere, which affects neutral Fe layers.
Neutral Fe layers with gravity wave signatures were
observed for the first time in the thermosphere from
110 to 155 km by both the 372- and 374-nm channels
of an Fe Boltzmann temperature lidar at McMurdo,
Antarctica on 2 and 28 May 2011.(Chu, 2011)

IV. Discussion

OMNI data from the NASA OMNI database
(http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov) are used to examine the
solar wind driving conditions including the IMF. These
data have been propagated from an upstream solar
wind monitor to the Earth’s bow shock.

I. Introduction

What is a geomagnetic storm? An interval of time
when a sufficiently intense and long-lasting
interplanetary convection electric field leads, through
a substantial energization in the magnetosphereionosphere system, to an intensified ring current
strong enough to exceed some key threshold of the
quantifying storm time Dst (SYM-H) index [Gonzales
et al., 1994]. Three phases: Initial phase, main phase
and recovery phase.
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A time line for the geomagnetic storm on 03-17-2015

From the top, (1) IMF, solar wind, and ground magnetic
conditions (2) ground magnetic response in high latitudes (3)
ground magnetic response in mid-low latitudes (4) MLT-UT
geomagnetic disturbance map on 03-17-2015
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